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Your Lunar Report 3 months

*** LUNAR RETURN REPORT ***

The Lunar Return is a monthly chart calculated for the time when the Moon returns to the exact position it was in your natal chart. This happens every twenty-eight days; there are thirteen Lunar Returns in a year. These charts mark the principal events of the month for which the return was produced.

This report outlines possible events for that month and also gives some suggestions on how to deal with the positive as well as negative planetary aspects.

In some cases you will find contradictions; a planet may be beneficial in a certain area, while others may indicate the opposite. This means that you could have two types of situations in the same month. For example: a lover's quarrel and a following reconciliation. To get the most out of this report, it will be necessary to use your own logic and intuition, fitting the descriptions outlined here to your own particular case.

The objective of this report is to offer you a practical guide that helps you to analyze this month's perspectives and to benefit from them using your free will. Note that the accuracy of these calculations depends much on how precisely your hour of birth is known.

*** ASTROLOGICAL DATA OF BIRTH ***

Sun      2 Sag 49               Neptune  25 Sag 53
Moon    20 Pis 57               Pluto    28 Lib 14
Mercury  6 Sag 01       Asc.      5 Aqu 50
Venus      8 Sag 07       MC       1 Sag 30
Mars       18 Cap 32      2nd cusp 29 Pis 01
Jupiter    23 Sco 29      3rd cusp 6 Tau 44
Saturn     29 Lib 34      5th cusp 21 Gem 11
Uranus     4 Sag 46       6th cusp 10 Can 36

November 25, 1982  12:12
Lunar Return for: Beius, Romania 46 N 40  22 E 21

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min   SemiSextile : 2 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min   SemiSquare   : 2 Deg 00 Min
Square      :  6 Deg 00 Min   SesquiQuadrate: 2 Deg 00 Min
Trine       :  6 Deg 00 Min   Quincunx     : 3 Deg 00 Min
Sextile     :  4 Deg 00 Min

LUNAR RETURN: August 20, 2016 at 7:07:25
**Lunar Return Ascendant Virgo:**

You tend to be insecure and have a need to find structure in your life. It is a good time to put your life in order. You have to think before you act though. Occupational improvements are possible. It also would be a good month to start a diet.

**Asc in 7th natal house:**

Personal relationships and the need for sharing is emphasized. You are likely to associate more with close friends. A favorable month for legal litigations or procedures in general.

**Lunar Return MC Taurus:**

There is a tendency to materialism. A favorable month for business, finance and employment. You will be able to achieve greater professional stability. Bitterness from the past could cause tension, disagreements and changes in your home life.

**MC in 3rd natal house:**

A business trip or a new job offer is possible. Success in literary projects is also indicated.

**Moon in 7th house:**
Emotional balance in personal relationships is emphasized. You will share intimate moments with your mate or look for one, if you are not involved with anyone. You are willing to make concessions and to improve your understanding with your partner. Legal problems also can be solved. Greater exposure to the public is possible which could bring as much popularity as gossip about you.

_Moon Opposition Mercury:_

There could be communication problems and lack of concentration. Changing moods will make you uncertain and less logical. You may be involved in a variety of projects without obtaining any appreciable results. A need to move or make some changes within your home also is possible.

_Moon Opposition Venus:_

During this month you will eagerly search for pleasure and harmony. This could lead to an imbalance in your emotional as well as your economical sphere. Moderate your expenses to avoid unnecessary debts. There is a tendency to act on a whim. Problems in your romantic life are possible. Jealousy and possessiveness could occur, or you may get involved in the wrong kind of relationships that could subject you to gossip or public scandals.

_Moon Opposition Jupiter:_

There is a tendency to indulge in excesses and extravagances of various kinds. You probably will be very generous and benevolent with others and may exceed your limits, which could cause misunderstandings and problems in general.
You tend to feel indifferent toward your obligations and may incur debts or receive penalties for not paying your accounts. You are strongly attracted to the games of chance and to magic solutions.

Overindulgence in foods could bring problems with your digestive system, especially the liver. Lack of physical activity could result in gaining weight.

*Lunar Return 4th cusp conjunct natal Jupiter:*

You are likely to be very happy in your home and have the desire to expand; moving to a larger place or making some renovations in your present location. You enjoy being with close relatives and probably will share happy times with them.

*Lunar Return Mars conjunct natal Venus:*

You will have greater ability to respond to aggressions or tension of others in a calming and conciliating way. Nervous people may seek your company to be calmed, although other people also could find your calmness or passiveness irritating. This influence could bring a very passionate romance during this month.

*Lunar Return Mars conjunct natal Uranus:*

Tension and problems of others could change you, and you may react in sudden and unpredictable ways. You won't be willing to let anyone dominate you, and your rebelliousness toward authoritative
people will be accentuated. On the other hand, some people probably will be annoyed with you because of your extravagance, flightiness or indifference.

*Sun in 12th house:*

There is a tendency to loneliness and withdrawal. A time for inner reflection and retreat from the social life. You may have to deal with karmic debts that show the errors of your past that need to be resolved in the present. During this month it would be advisable to maintain a positive mental attitude in spite of the adversities. Don't leave the things you liberate at random, assume your responsibilities and get involved in some activity that serves others. Meditate and trust your intuition.

*Mercury in 2nd house:*

There is a possibility of earning more money in business, especially if it is related to communications, travel or journalism.

*Venus in 1st house:*

You are inclined to concentrate on aesthetic personal management, improving your style, your clothes and your diet. On the material side, you tend to seek more comfort and luxuries. This influence sweetens and calms your character. Your charming attitude will cause more than one person to fall in love with you.

*Mars in 4th house:*
Your home environment is not likely to be very congenial and you may wish that you could live alone. Frequent disagreements and disputes are possible. There could be much activity in your home and you may work on things that need to be finished or repaired. There could also be danger of fire, so try to be extra careful.

*Jupiter in 2nd house:*

There is a possibility of earning more money and being lucky in general. You may spend more than you earn, however, so try to moderate your expenditures.

*Saturn in 4th house:*

There could be problems in your home, especially with older people. Family obligations and responsibilities tend to suffocate you or limit your freedom. This period could bring dependencies that may be difficult to cut later on. Not a good month for real estate investments, as delays would be probable.

*Uranus in 9th house:*

There is a possibility to take a trip abroad by plane. You may rebel against your religious duties and disagreements with your in-laws or other relations could occur, because they are not likely to agree with your new ideas.
Neptune in 7th house:

This month could bring deceptions in your close relationships. There could be confusing situations, such as lies or infidelity on either side. The same is true with other associates. Problems of betrayals, frauds or deceit could also occur.

Pluto in 5th house:

There is the possibility of a passionate romance during this month. If you already are in a relationship, it is likely to become more intense and you will share deep emotions together that will be difficult to control. If you are single, you may begin a relationship that will bring a radical change in your routine. Your feelings tend to be very powerful and overwhelming. Scenes of jealousy, fights or scandals could be possible. There is a strong desires to dominate or control the other, and your libido is likely to increase.

LUNAR RETURN: September 16, 2016 at 16:30:24

Lunar Return Ascendant Capricorn:

You have a need to find safety and emotional protection and may feel burdened by responsibilities and loneliness. Your personal authority, pride and capacity to organize will increase. There is a possibility of professional improvements or to receive a price.
Asc in 12th natal house:

Confrontation with enemies is possible. There could be deceits, intrigues or mysteries and losses of articles or money. You may have to suffer the consequences of your own mistakes. There is a tendency to feel lonely and to withdraw. Take care of your health.

Lunar Return MC Scorpio:

A month of intrigue, rivalry, tension and occupational changes. You tend to rely on your intuition to choose your new path. A strong emotional crisis is possible and you need to detach yourself from the past. Your home will be your place of refuge and rest. There is a great need to find safety and protection.

MC in 9th natal house:

Your professional activity may require you to study, travel abroad or bring you in connection with educated people. You probably will sense your mission in life and your spirituality will be your best guide.

Moon in 2nd house:

Your personal economy is emphasized. You are likely to look for ways to economize, save, or at least become aware of your daily expenses. Your financial situation may fluctuate or change. There is a possibility to receive gifts, increase your income, make purchases or deal with banks or credit
companies. Your mental state depends on your financial stability.

Moon Opposition Sun:

There is a tendency to conflicts or disagreements in your family. You are likely to have strong inner doubts and tend to feel insecure which could lead to emotional imbalance. Psychological ailments are possible, watch your health and your nutrition.

Moon Opposition Mercury:

There could be communication problems and lack of concentration. Changing moods will make you uncertain and less logical. You may be involved in a variety of projects without obtaining any appreciable results. A need to move or make some changes within your home also is possible.

Moon Square Mars:

You will be very susceptible during this month. You tend to respond to everything in an aggressive and rude way, which will complicate your social life and dealings with the public in general. You could be on the defensive and may show an unusual degree of authority and personal ego.

There is an inclination to fights, disagreements and family quarrels. Problems with women or your mother are possible. Guard against nervous exhaustion and accidents, cuts or burns.
**Moon Quincunx Venus:**

During this month you will eagerly search for pleasure and harmony. This could lead to an imbalance in your emotional as well as your economical sphere. Moderate your expenses to avoid unnecessary debts. There is a tendency to act on a whim. Problems in your romantic life are possible. Jealousy and possessiveness could occur, or you may get involved in the wrong kind of relationships that could subject you to gossip or public scandals.

**Lunar Return 11th cusp conjunct natal Sun:**

You will be very proud of your friends and are likely to share very important times with them during this period. Your friendship with certain people will offer support, strength and confidence to face the problems of your life. You also could develop new goals and expectations for your future in order to reach greater ability and well-being.

**Lunar Return 11th cusp conjunct natal Uranus:**

Friendships will be very important to you during this month. You want to enlarge your social circle and are willing to begin relationships with various types of people. You may be interested in those who are strange or less conventional. Being with friends or participating in groups tends to make you feel more free and could bring out your more rebellious and personal side.

**Sun in 8th house:**
This influence could bring deep inner changes in your personality. You may have to confront fears, bitterness or memories that stick in your mind and chain you to the past. It is a month of regeneration, liberation and transformation, and you may not consider it an easy month. Try to liberate your feelings and fight against any repression so you can become more emotional content. Look for creative expressions of your anger and negative emotions. You could have a greater interest in the occult and may want to study these subjects. You also could have some psychic experiences.

*Mercury in 8th house:*

You could have psychic experiences during this month, such as premonitory dreams, intuition or seeing other peoples' auras.

There could be discussions or negotiations about finances or property that you own jointly with another person. Signing papers that have to do with legacies, judgments or separations you may be involved in is also possible.

*Venus in 9th house:*

A good month to take a trip abroad. You could establish new relationships with people of other countries. It is possible to make that trip with the person you love, or you may fall in love during the trip. In either case, your mind will be expanded through the experience of love.

*Mars in 12th house:*

Confrontations with competitors or very powerful rivals are possible. You could be drawn into
traps or various deceptions. You tend to be less independent and frustrations or impulsive reactions could lead to accidents or burns. Try to become aware of your bitterness from the past and discard all negative emotions and desire for revenge.

*Jupiter in 8th house:*

There is a possibility of obtaining joint investments or businesses. Gains through inheritance, legacies or legal processes are also possible. There could be some administrative problems with paper work or taxes. However, this position will offer you a miraculous degree of protection against any danger or problem.

*Saturn in 11th house:*

You tend to be less sociable and communicative during this month and prefer to visit only with people you trust. A time of loneliness and withdrawal.

*Uranus in 3rd house:*

Your mind will be very active and creative during this month. You may become more interested in novel things and occult subjects. Strange and sudden problems with brothers and sisters, other relatives or neighbors are possible. You can't expect approval from people in your surroundings at this time.

*Neptune in 2nd house:*


There could be a loss of money due to frauds, swindles or deceits. Be very careful with investments, purchases or business that you carry out during this month. Don't be fooled by the illusion of large earnings or huge profit with little effort on your part. Beware of the danger of theft!

*Pluto in 1st house:*

Inner emotions and recollections that have been repressed may come to the surface and need to be resolved. If you don't allow that energy flow to produce the necessary transformation, you are likely to have a difficult month with crisis or very tense situations. Pay attention to your new needs and work to incorporate them into your life. Your power and ability to resist is put to test at this time.

**LUNAR RETURN: October 14, 2016 at 3:15:20**

*Lunar Return Ascendant Leo:*

You have a need to receive recognition and approval. There is a tendency to exaggerate, to indulge in luxuries and amusements. Your creativity, personal pride and authority will be increased.

*Asc in 7th natal house:*

Personal relationships and the need for sharing is emphasized. You are likely to associate more
with close friends. A favorable month for legal litigations or procedures in general.

*Lunar Return MC Taurus*

There is a tendency to materialism. A favorable month for business, finance and employment. You will be able to achieve greater professional stability. Bitterness from the past could cause tension, disagreements and changes in your home life.

*MC in 3rd natal house:*

A business trip or a new job offer is possible. Success in literary projects is also indicated.

*Moon in 8th house:*

Transformation and changes in your personal life are likely. Unconscious fears could emerge or you may recall past events that need to be resolved. Intense emotions, jealousy and a tendency to go to extremes or lose control is indicated.

You could have psychic experiences, revealing dreams or increased intuition and may become involved in the occult or other investigations.

Income from different sources than your usual work is possible. It could be the result of judgments, inheritances, legacies or divorce. The emphasis is on joint financial administration,
marriage or other associations.

*Moon Trine Venus:*

This will be a happy month. Your principal interests are likely to be pleasures and love. You could have numerous possibilities for romance and may find the person to share your life. If you already have a stable relationship, the enjoyment is much the same. This influence will bring happiness and harmony in matters of the heart. You have a need to be surrounded by beauty and may redecorate your home or your environment in general. There is a tendency to become a bit lazy with physical efforts.

*Moon Sextile MC:*

This is likely to be a favorable month for your personal enterprises and your work in general. You can count on the support of the public, especially from women. Changes in your professional activity could bring a most fortunate contact with someone, increasing your popularity and your success. This could affect your level of income as well as your creativity.

*Moon Quincunx Sun:*

There is a tendency to conflicts or disagreements in your family. You are likely to have strong inner doubts and tend to feel insecure which could lead to emotional imbalance. Psychological ailments are possible, watch your health and your nutrition.

*Lunar Return 5th cusp conjunct natal Neptune:*
You are likely to be very romantic, dreamy and idealistic at this time. There is a tendency to deceptions or deceits in your romantic life and because of this, you could develop escapist attitudes and a stronger attraction to any of the vices.

*Lunar Return 8th cusp conjunct natal Moon:*

This period could arouse memories of your childhood, of the relationship with your mother or other important people in your past that haven't been resolved yet. A time to become aware of your problems and to heal your emotional injuries.

*Lunar Return Venus conjunct natal Jupiter:*

You are likely to find much satisfaction in your social world and tend to enjoy the company of people wherever you go. Someone may fall in love with you because of your positive, optimistic and happy attitude. You tend to take relationships on a more superficial and light side though, and don't want any far ranging commitments at this time.

*Sun in 3rd house:*

This position benefits your mind and your intellect. It is a good time to begin or complete studies. You are eager to obtain knowledge and it is important to satisfy this need. You probably will take some courses, read books, attend conferences or study groups which cover subjects that interest you. If you have literary inclinations, this month could be very productive. Communication and the desires to be with others will be increased. On the other hand, everything that has to do with
correspondence, contracts, and papers in general is likely to be put in order.

*Mercury in 2nd house:*

There is a possibility of earning more money in business, especially if it is related to communications, travel or journalism.

*Venus in 4th house:*

You may think about beautifying your home, redecorating, buying new furniture or other things that increase your comfort and harmony. Try to be practical and don't spend too much on luxuries or unnecessary things. This influence portends happiness in the family and better relationship to your parents.

*Mars in 5th house:*

This influence tends to induce action and a competitive spirit. If you practice some type of sport, you will gain great pleasure and satisfaction from it.

You could become very demanding and domineering in your love life and will be attracted to situations that create certain challenges or conquest. You could have passionate romances that may lead to scandals because of jealousy. Problems with children are also possible.
**Jupiter in 2nd house:**

There is a possibility of earning more money and being lucky in general. You may spend more than you earn, however, so try to moderate your expenditures.

**Saturn in 4th house:**

There could be problems in your home, especially with older people. Family obligations and responsibilities tend to suffocate you or limit your freedom. This period could bring dependencies that may be difficult to cut later on. Not a good month for real estate investments, as delays would be probable.

**Uranus in 9th house:**

There is a possibility to take a trip abroad by plane. You may rebel against your religious duties and disagreements with your in-laws or other relations could occur, because they are not likely to agree with your new ideas.

**Neptune in 7th house:**

This month could bring deceptions in your close relationships. There could be confusing situations, such as lies or infidelity on either side. The same is true with other associates. Problems of betrayals, frauds or deceit could also occur.
Pluto in 5th house:

There is the possibility of a passionate romance during this month. If you already are in a relationship, it is likely to become more intense and you will share deep emotions together that will be difficult to control. If you are single, you may begin a relationship that will bring a radical change in your routine. Your feelings tend to be very powerful and overwhelming. Scenes of jealousy, fights or scandals could be possible. There is a strong desires to dominate or control the other, and your libido is likely to increase.